Based on an analysis of 49 popular contemporary video games, we develop a descriptive framework of visual interaction cues in video games. These cues are used to inform players what can be interacted with, where to look, and where to go within the game world. These cues vary along three dimensions: the purpose of the cue, the visual design of the cue, and the circumstances under which the cue is shown. We demonstrate that this framework can also be used to describe interaction cues for augmented reality applications. Beyond this, we show how the framework can be used to generatively derive new design ideas for visual interaction cues in augmented reality experiences.
INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) systems present digital information atop tracked visuals of the physical world. Recent advances in device miniaturization, ubiquitous connectivity, and computing power have helped to commoditize consumer-grade augmented reality technologies, enabling a range of applications that were previously only possible in specially-designed research environments. Many AR scenarios, including tour/museum guides, remote assistance, and games involve providing the user with visual guidance about what to pay attention to in the visual space, or where to go in the physical space. The problem is that designers do not yet have a common visual language for constructing these visual guidance cues; consequently, current approaches tend to be idiosyncratic one-off designs. Our interest is in developing recommendations for designers looking to provide interaction and navigational assistance in AR systems.
We draw inspiration from a related domain that has, to some extent, already developed this visual language: video games. Video game designers make use of visual interaction cues to guide players around virtual spaces. For instance, some games use large 3D arrows to point to offscreen destinations or targets; similarly, others use subtle variations in colour or lighting to guide a player's attention in the scene (i.e. to suggest the player look at one spot or another). Yet, in each of these cases, the purpose of the cue is different: in the first case, it could be to tell a player where to go to progress in the game, while in the second case, it might be to help the player find a hidden treasure. We do not yet have a formal vocabulary for describing and understanding these interaction cues broadly.
We address two research questions in this work. First, how can we conceptualize these interaction cues, rearticulating the lessons and techniques game designers use to guide players around games? Second, how can we then apply these lessons in the context of augmented reality systems while considering the constraints and inherent limitations of the physical properties of reality, factors that do not necessarily exist in games?
To address these questions, we conducted an exploratory study of 49 video games to understand how visual interaction cues are used to communicate information about the game world to players. Our analysis suggests that games provide these cues to support three distinct tasks or purposes, encouraging the player to: Discover interactive artefacts, objects, or areas in the scene; Look at artefacts, objects or areas in the scene that require timely action or reaction; and Go to important spatial locations in the virtual game world. These interaction cues vary in two other dimensions: the markedness of the cue (i.e. the extent to which the cues are a part of the game world: Subtle, Emphasized, Integrated, Overlaid), as well as how these cues are triggered (e.g. Player, Context, Other/Agent, or Persistent). Figure 1 illustrates the use of Go cues in the snowboarding game Steep [L15] (left) and in Lowe's InStore Navigation app [14] . In both cases, these cues guide the player/user where to go in the environment.
We use this understanding as the basis of a framework that allows us to describe and compare the different kinds of interaction cues in AR systems. Furthermore, the framework is generative-that is, it can be used to inspire new designs for AR to provide guidance to a user. This framework addresses the call by Billinghurst et al. [5] to develop new interaction vocabularies for AR, rather than simply re-using conventions from other domains that are not appropriate for the AR medium.
This work makes two contributions. First, based on a study of video games, we outline a framework that describes the design of cues that provide interaction and navigation guidance to players. Second, we demonstrate how designers can use this framework to describe and design new AR technologies that provide spatial guidance in the real world.
RELATED WORK
We briefly outline related work concerning designing navigation techniques from the AR literature that motivates our present work. We then discuss how frameworks from the games research literature help to address some gaps in the AR space (specifically, the issue of visual design).
Navigation in Augmented Reality. Grasset et al. [9] provide a rich survey describing navigation techniques in AR across several decades of augmented reality work. The principal distinction the authors make is whether AR is a primary source of spatial information (e.g. labeling objects in the user's environment with meaningful annotations), or whether it is a secondary source (e.g. viewing a virtual map of an external space, tracked with an arbitrary AR marker). Our interest is in primary experiences, where the use of the AR display is to provide guidance information. Grasset et al. [9] distinguish between two types of navigation information: exploratory navigation, where the goal is to provide information about an environment, and goaloriented navigation, where wayfinding instructions are visualized in the environment. One challenge is to make these visualizations easy to understand-i.e. how they are grounded/related to the surrounding world. Some work has explored visualizing a ground plane [13] , while others have explored dealing with visual cues that need to be occluded in various ways (e.g. [1] [2] [3] ). Other researchers have tried visual blending [19] .
While this is a useful starting point for understanding previous approaches to designing intelligible cues in AR, we want to consider the specific visual and interaction language used to "paint" these interaction cues. Thus, we are interested not only in terms of the visual intelligibility of the cues, but also the visual language of these cues for someone who is either designing, but more importantly, someone who is consuming the interaction cue.
Interaction Cues in Video Games. Bardzell [4] focuses on the design and use of interaction cues across a wide range of video games. When game designers add visual elements into games (e.g. objects, UI elements, or other types of overlays), they need to ensure the elements are usable [15] : visibility of affordances, clear conceptual models, natural mappings, and feedback for actions with these elements. As such, the principal challenge is to design cues that clearly signal their availability for action to the player (i.e. for interaction), and that the result of such action is clear. Thus, Bardzell was concerned with two properties of cues: their markedness (i.e. do they "stick out" visually), and diegesis (i.e. are they visible to the avatar in the game world). Other researchers have explored how diegetic elements influence game experience for players. Studies have evaluated how diegetic elements affect immersion [10, 18] , as well as player performance [16] . Generally, the work points to increased feelings of immersion as non-diegetic HUD elements are removed (e.g. [10] ).
Jørgensen [11] challenges the utility of "diegetic" as a descriptive property. In her work exploring music and sound in games, she argues that because the audience of a game is not passive, but rather participates in (i.e. acts on) the game world, distinguishing diegetic and non-diegetic forms of some kinds of sounds is challenging. Game sounds cue the user's understanding of the environment (e.g. as the player moves the avatar through a forest, the music suddenly changes to "enemy" music, signaling that the combat is about to begin). Thus, even while the music is styled to the universe and is non-diegetic because the avatar does not hear it, it ultimately affects the narrative that the avatar experiences, blurring the line between diegetic and non-diegetic elements.
[L18] is a game example that blurs this line, where traditional HUD elements like health are part of the avatar's suit. Similarly, [L8] uses the in-game mechanic of "augmented reality" goggles to see enemy movement paths. In both these cases, the cues are technically diegetic, but they are blurry lines. Thus, the diegetic distinction is not always useful: the consequence of the cue is the same from a player's perspective, regardless of its diegetic status. Instead, Jørgensen argues that the representation of the cue is more important in determining whether the user notices a cue (i.e. its markedness), and what to do with the cue (mental model).
Summary.
Our framework ultimately builds on the vocabulary introduced by Grasset [9] , Bardzell [4] , and Jørgensen [11, 12] . The principal departure from this prior work is a more nuanced articulation of points along dimensions of purpose, markedness, and trigger. This articulation aligns nicely with designers' intentions in AR, and thus we argue for its use as a generative framework.
METHOD
Perspective. While our focus on interaction cues comes from our interest in designing effective interaction cues for augmented reality (i.e. as designers), we tackle this question as experienced gamers who play games on both dedicated gaming platforms (Xbox, PlayStation, NES, etc.) and general-purpose computers. One member of our team previously worked in a game company. Thus, we had a wealth of "insider knowledge" of the domain from which we are drawing our insights.
Game Selection. We selected a total of 49 contemporary video games. Our goal was to collect interesting examples with high variance in how cues were designed and used. We used a purposive selection technique, where we selected games that use interaction cues to guide players. We intentionally excluded AR games from the selection, as the space is unnecessarily limiting; the AR community is young, and the current limitations of technology do not allow for meaningful interaction with real world spaces. While we began by identifying games we were familiar with, we were conscious of our personal preferences for game genres, and sought to ameliorate the effect of the potential bias. To this end, we expanded the set of games outside of our personal experiences through recommendations from colleagues (with whom we discussed our research goals). Among these recommendations, we were additionally selective: if a game's interaction cues were already represented in our sample, we did not include the game. The sample we report on represents a mix of first person shooter games, third person adventure games, 3D and 2D platformers, driving games, and puzzle games. Our sample is not intended to be exhaustive; however, it is representative of the wide range of experiences that contemporary game players enjoy.
Method and Analysis.
We reflected on the gameplay experience for each game, considering how in-game UI and structural elements in the game supported a player's experience in navigating the game world. For games that we had experience with, we replayed some games; for games that we did not have personal experience with, we watched online "walkthrough" gameplay videos. For this latter set of games, we watched the game until we felt we had a clear sense of a player's in-game experience.
We were specifically sensitive to games where the player/avatar navigated a game world larger than the space that could fill the screen (i.e. where the screen acts as a viewport into the world). Within this context, we focused our attention on aspects of the game experience that could help the player, not specifically from the perspective of completing game objectives, but rather in terms of guiding a player's attention in the game world. We paid attention to both overt aspects of the UI, as well as understated elements. We reasoned that regardless of whether a cue worked well, they were explicitly designed elements (from the perspective of the game designer), and that as designers, we could learn from both successes and failures.
For each game, we identified visual elements that fulfilled our criteria of potentially helping a player navigate the game world. We collected screenshots of each of these, describing how a player would use them, what they looked like, and the context of how they appeared. We used a thematic analysis process, where we iteratively grouped, labeled, discussed and re-labeled categories and axes that described and explained the various cues. This process involved several meetings of all the authors, with the first two authors presenting screenshots to the other authors and discussing the examples of the cues. These categories, labels, and axes were iteratively refined as we added more games into our sample until we found the framework to be relatively stable.
FRAMEWORK: VISUAL INTERACTION CUES IN VIDEO GAMES
Our framework describes the interaction cues we found in our sample of video games along three dimensions: task, markedness, and trigger source. Described along these dimensions, interaction cues can be understood in terms of the purpose of the cue, the visual design of the cue, and the circumstances when the cue is shown. Table 1 summarizes the dimensions of the framework, relating these to gameplay screenshots in Figure 2 .
Dimension 1: Task / Purpose
We observed in our sample that interaction cues are purposely designed and used to help a player in one of three different ways: to Discover interactable objects, to Look at something in the environment, or to Go to a location in the environment.
Discover. Discover cues show the player what can be interacted with: what objects are interactable, what areas or spaces in the game world can be moved into, and so forth. Game worlds can be made up of thousands of objects (e.g. items, props, locations), yet, only a handful of these are designed to be interacted with. The Gibsonian [8] affordances of the environment may suggest more things that can be interacted with than the game designer had intended. For example, while the game may have a teapot in the environment, it does not necessarily mean that the teapot can be picked up, much less filled with water and or used to pour liquid. Thus, the purpose of these visual interaction cues is to inform the player about what can be interacted with within the context of the virtual environment presented in the game. Look. Look cues are used by designers to focus a player's visual attention in a timely way. Many games feature timebased mechanics that involve events initiated by other agents, such as "enemies" (e.g. the enemy is shooting at player), or objects (e.g. the pendulum is swinging toward the player). Look visual cues are sometimes designed as explicit hints provided by the game designer about an impending event (e.g. the pendulum will hit you). Other times, they seem to be designed to mimic the peripheral awareness one might have of the environment (e.g. Figure  2 -h) to overcome the inherent limitations of, for example, the constrained viewport into the game world, or the use of stereo sound rather than 3D sound (i.e. the enemy growled from behind the player's avatar).
We consider these cues to be designed to change what the player is doing in the environment. Look cues generally provide the player with a heightened awareness of something happening in the environment, or something that is about to happen in the environment. The player should then use this information to do something-be it to change the viewport, to engage in evasive maneuvers, etc. Go. Finally, games frequently take place in large virtual environments that the player navigates through the course of the narrative or gameplay to achieve goals in the game. Go cues are navigational cues that provide the player with guidance on how to navigate the environment to arrive at a destination. In most of the games in our sample, these destinations are fixed; other times, the destination is another object moving through the environment (e.g. representing another agent in the system). Regardless, cues in this category are intended to help a player move from one location to another.
Go cues are used to change a player's location in the game world. While it may still be a player's choice to respond to these Go cues, the intention is for the player to follow or move in a corresponding direction. These cues range in terms of how much information is provided as a navigational cue: some provide a direction relative to a current orientation, while others provide distance information, and still others give a "walking path" to follow (e.g. Steep [L15] in Figure 1 -left).
Dimension 2: Markedness
The second major dimension in our sample corresponds to some ideas first presented in [4, 11, 12] , where the 
Look
Informs the player where to put their visual attention in a timely manner. 
Go
Provides navigational assistance through environment. Integrated A "virtual" object is added into the environment, tracked by the viewport. 
Context
The cue is activated by some implicit player action Other/Agent The cue is activated by some other agent (system or other player) dimension captures the extent to which the cue blends into the game environment (or how it stands out from that environment). This is distinct from notions of diegesis, which relates to the "story" of the game [4] . Here, we are strictly concerned with the visual presentation or design of the cue: Subtle, Emphasizing an object, Integrated with the environment, or Overlaid atop of the environment.
Subtle. Subtle cues are blended into the environment in such a way that they are difficult to distinguish from the environment itself. Such cues seem to be a part of the level or environment design, making use of lighting and contrast to draw a player's attention to features of the environment. While this can be done with garish neon signs (as part of the environment), this can also be done more subtly to guide a player's attention to visual features in the environment. As illustrated in Figure 3 , where the player's next destination is a smoking tower, with smoke that is visible from a distance (Go cue). Such cues are fully unified with both the architecture and the gameplay mechanics, and so they are Subtle cues based on the context-it is not strange for a tower in Dragon Age: Inquisition to be smoking and for that smoke to be visible from a distance. Similarly, Doom [L11] uses flickering lights to attract a player's attention toward certain corridors, supported by the in-game narrative that the base has been destroyed by fire, thus the neon lights are in a half-working state (Go cue). Emphasized. Emphasized cues highlight an existing object or surface in the game environment. This is done through various visual effects, for instance, via outlining the object, highlighting the object, or alternatively de-emphasizing every other object around the emphasized object. These effects do not add other virtual elements or objects into the game, rather the presentation of existing objects is amplified in some way. Emphasized cues are used to draw visual attention through distinctness or contrast.
As illustrated in Figure 2 Integrated. Integrated cues take the form of an added virtual object in the scene that is visible to the player, but is not actually part of the game world. These virtual objects can track an object in the game world, and so their positions update correctly within the viewport as the player changes his/her view. Such Integrated cues range in form from text labels (e.g. "Enter here") to virtual arrows pointing at objects or other agents in the environment. Further, while these Integrated cues track the environment from the viewport, we observed that some deliberately ignore some aspects of space entirely. For instance, some ignore distance (where an icon representing a destination remains the same size regardless of how far away it is), others ignore orientation (text is may be oriented so it is always legible to the player), while others may ignore both. Some first-person shooters make use of the same Integrated cue to represent a teammate, but the Purpose of this cue depends on the context of the gameplay. For instance, if the teammate is low on health, the cue could be considered as a Go cue ("Go help your teammate"), whereas in other noncombat situations, the exact same cue in the game could represent a Discover cue ("Your teammate is over here"). Thus, the usage of the cue is largely context dependent, particularly as it relates to gameplay.
Overlaid. Overlaid cues explicitly distinguish two different aspects of the player's viewport: first, the viewport into the game world, which shows the environment, and second, a layer atop the viewport where UI elements sit atop the environment, and function largely independently of the changing view of the game world. Overlaid visual interaction cues that we found were represented either as UI widgets (e.g. a compass, bird's-eye-view minimap, aiming reticule), or widgets that made use of the edges of the screen to refer to objects or destinations beyond the edge of the viewport into the world. Note that while video games typically only provide a limited field of view into the game world (e.g. a horizontal first-person viewing angle of 90°-120°), some cues may refer to objects outside of the field of view. A typical convention is to treat the display as an overlay where the centre of the screen represents the player's location, and the top edge represents what is in front, bottom edge what is behind, and so forth. For example, when a player takes damage in a first-person shooter, the edges of the screen may flash to indicate where the damage is coming from (i.e. if it is out of the field of view). Similarly, a related convention is to use arrows or icons at the edge of the screen to point to where an object is (e.g. Figure 3 -bottom). The problem with this convention is that in principle, it could lead to confusion between objects that are literally "above" player in a 3D game world with objects that are in front but indicated with an arrow at the upper edge of the screen; however, our surveyed games generally stick with one convention without issue.
We observed that some games make use of a visual transition in the type of cue that was being used based on whether the object was within the field of view. For instance, Figure 3 (bottom) shows an Overlaid Look cue for an object that is out of view; however, when the object enters the field of view Figure 3 (bottom, middle) 
Dimension 3: Trigger
The third major dimension of our framework considers how the visual interaction cue is triggered into visibility. We identify four levels of trigger based on a player's agency over the trigger, from an explicit act to triggers caused by other agents and finally to persistent cues. Context. Context-triggered visual interaction cues are activated by the player through implicit actions. In our sample, a cue's "context" is typically comprised of a player's location in the game world (i.e. entering a room or entering an area for a cue), or the player's view in the game world. For instance, in Thief [L7], "stealable" objects are highlighted when the player is near such objects, and when they are facing the object (Emphasized Discover cue).
Player. Player-triggered visual interaction cues
Other/Agent. These are visual cues triggered by some other agent in the game: another player in a multi-player game, or another automated agent within the game environment. For example, the red damage indicator illustrated in Figure 2- 
Summary
This descriptive framework rethinks the classification of interaction cues by ignoring diegetic distinction; instead, the primary dimensions it focuses on are the purpose of the cue, the visual design of the cue, and the circumstances when the cue is shown.
USING THE FRAMEWORK WITH AR
Although we developed this framework by studying and describing interaction cues in video games, we view the primary application of the framework is to be for generating interaction cues ideas for augmented reality. Video games are an ideal starting point to develop these cues, as they have long addressed the issue of guiding players through virtual worlds. Even if techniques do not translate directly to AR guidance in the real world, knowledge of how games have solved the problem can inspire AR designs. We are principally concerned with AR that uses head-mounted displays (where the user's view is strictly defined by the AR display); we will revisit this framework for handheld AR form factors in the Discussion section (below). In this section, we first describe how the framework dimensions apply to AR. Then, we show that the framework provides an effective vocabulary for describing and analyzing interaction cues in current augmented reality applications. Finally, we use the framework to suggest design alternatives for these applications.
Mapping Framework Dimensions to AR
Two of the dimensions of the framework, the reasons for using interaction cues (task/purpose) and the interaction model (trigger), can be straightforwardly mapped to AR applications. However, the visual design dimension (markedness) needs additional nuance in AR. Finally, Go tasks are like those in video game contexts-for example, where the system provides navigational guidance to the user to get to some location.
Trigger. From the game framework, we map the Playertriggered cue to a User-triggered cue, where the cue is made visible by an explicit user action, such as turning on layers from the UI, or by triggering a "navigation mode" on a GPS device. Context-triggered cues refer to a change in the state of the relationship between a user and his/her environment. In most AR, this refers to a user's movement, where the user's spatial location activates a cue (e.g. information about the entered space). Intelligent interfaces could track the other elements of that context-for example, a constellation app might track the geographic position of the user and the time of evening, using this information to trigger cues only for what should be visible in the night sky. Other/Agent-triggered cues could map to cues activated by other actors in the environment, be they humans or automated agents. Finally, Persistent cues remain always on and require no explicit action by the user.
Markedness. Our framework defines four levels that describe how overt a cue is in its presentation-the extent to which it stands apart from the game world. These levels can be immediately mapped to the AR context. Subtle cues are those that look like a part of the environment. These are necessarily spatially tracked, but beyond this, fit seamlessly into the overall visual environment such that they are effectively indistinguishable from it. Emphasized cues are those that highlight an object or a surface in the environment. The Emphasized cue could be one that makes the object recognizably distinct from the surrounding environment; however, the key is that it highlights an existing object or surface rather than adding a new virtual object to the environment (e.g. Figure 4 -b). Integrated cues add some new virtual object into the environment in a tracked manner-that is, as the AR view changes, the virtual object stays properly "affixed" spatially. Finally, Overlaid cues are recognizably affixed to the screen rather than an object in the physical world (e.g. Figure 4 -d).
The central departure when applying the framework to AR is this markedness dimension. From a technical perspective, every visual augmentation in AR is either an Integrated cue or an Overlaid cue. The principal distinction between an Integrated cue and an Emphasized cue is focus-Integrated cues are entirely new objects visualized in the scene, whereas Emphasized cues highlight existing objects or surfaces in the scene. The distinction between an Integrated cue and a Subtle cue in AR is fit-Subtle cues need to look and feel as though they are a part of the environment. This depends on objective factors such as photorealism (does it visually look like it fits), but also contextual fit to the environment (does it make sense in the context). This contextual fit is subjective, depending on a user's preexisting knowledge about the context. (f) darkens two undesirable entryways, leaving the desired path lit; (g) makes it appear as though there is only one door; (h) places "cleaning" signs on two of the doors; (i) places a set of photorealistic boulders in the path of two of the paths, while (j) does the same, but with cartoon boulders. If we consider each of (e)-(i) to be photorealistic, these are candidates to be Subtle cues. With respect to the fit to the context though: (i) would be considered Integrated, as boulders are rarely found in office environments (and thus does not fit the context); if the user had pre-existing knowledge of the environment (there are three doors), (g) may not be considered Subtle; similarly, (h) could fit in the context if such signs are typically found in the environment. Thus, the markedness dimension is determined by presentation and fit to the environment (a subjective issue beyond the designer's control).
Describing AR Interaction Cues
Next, we show how our framework can be used to describe AR interaction cues, using two examples of existing AR applications: Reitmayr and Schmalstieg's Vienna Tour Guide [17] , and the Lumin project [6] . Example 1 -Vienna Tour Guide System [17] . The system supports three tasks: navigation, information browsing, and annotation. In the navigation mode, one person can choose to follow another person as the target. In this mode, the system draws a purple frame around the target person (as illustrated in Figure 5 -left, a User-triggered Go cue). Waypoints nearest the tracked user are used for guidance (Integrated Go cues visualized as red cylinders). These waypoints are Context-triggered cues, based on a mix of position and orientation of the user. A yellow walking path (tubes) are an attempt to Emphasize the path on the ground to the next waypoint. Finally, as illustrated in Figure 5 (right), the system shows a yellow polygon around an annotated building (an Integrated Discover cue) that signals to that the user can tap to get more information.
Example 2 -Lumin Project [6] . The Lumin Project is a handheld AR tool deployed at the Detroit Institute of Arts.
In the navigation mode, the AR view shows the path to the target location with Integrated Go blue dot cues that hover above the ground (these are Persistent). In the Usertriggered information mode ( Figure 6 ), Integrated Discover cues are placed on the mummy sarcophagus to indicate points of interest that users can tap on to show additional information about the mummy.
These descriptions show that the framework is effective for unambiguously describing the purpose, the visual design (markedness) and interaction design (trigger) of interaction cues for AR.
Generating AR Scenarios with the Framework
Using the framework, we can also generate new design ideas for each of the examples above. We have found describing user stories to be a powerful mechanism to begin generating these ideas. We illustrate this approach by describing a set of new scenarios given the examples above. [20] ), marked cues may be more desirable if the intention is for users to see them.
The application context also has a role to play here: if the AR experience is intended as a tool, easily visible (i.e. wellmarked) cues are probably desirable. In contrast, an AR game designer may instead intend for the player to experience challenge, and opt for less marked cues. Similarly, the aesthetics of the environment should be considered: if the location is renowned for its beauty, cues should not interfere with the user's experience of the space.
Trade-off: Triggers and Causality. We have outlined a range of ways in which cues can be triggered, ranging from things that are conceptually "close" to the user (Usertriggered) to things that are conceptually "far" (Other/Agent-triggered). User-triggered cues are easy for users to understand, whereas Other/Agent-triggered cues will be difficult for users to understand since the cause of the trigger may not be visible. To this end, designers should use primarily obvious triggers (e.g. Persistent, Usertriggered, and Context-triggered but only where context is obvious, such as a physical position in space).
Visibility and "Fit" of Cues. We are also limited as AR designers by current sensing technologies: most do not yet capture a high-fidelity model of the scene. Consequently, most AR is unable to properly clip the rendered visual based on what ought to be visible, and simply render atop people and objects in the scene (cf. [1] [2] [3] 17] ). Clipping these visuals properly will aid in interpretability of cues; alternately, designers should consider decorating cues to indicate whether the actual physical object/location should be visible (e.g. given known buildings, hills, mountains, etc.
in the space). Similarly, we cannot yet accurately use Emphasized cues on physical objects. For example, the Vienna Tour Guide ( Figure 5 ) uses a yellow Integrated polygon around points of interest. An Emphasized cue that tightly highlights or outlines the tower would be more effective and aesthetically appropriate; however, current consumer grade technologies cannot track real world objects with sufficient granularity and fidelity for this. This explains why the bulk of interaction cues in the AR context are Integrated cues rather than Emphasized or Subtle cues.
Beyond the technical challenge of rendering photorealistic visuals for Subtle cues, a designer needs to consider: the physical context that the cue appears in (e.g. while the boulders of Figure 4 -i may not work in an office context, they may be appropriate for certain outdoor contexts); the user's mental model of the environment coming into the situation (e.g. how much does the user already know about the environment, how willing are they to suspend disbelief), and the user's mental model of the artefacts being rendered (e.g. can the user understand cue in context).
While beyond the scope of the discussion here, the nearfuture ability to render effective Subtle cues raises interesting ethical questions: is it right to show someone something that is not present (e.g. doors in Figure 4 -e,f), or to visually take away an object that is physically there (e.g. Figure 4 -g)? This is particularly important if the alteration of the user's view could lead to accidents or injury.
Impact of Form Factor.
With handheld AR, designers should assume users can see both the AR perspective and a real perspective on the world. Here, Subtle cues will seem jarring, as users will be able to easily see differences between perspectives. We recommend designers focus on making it clear whether a destination or target is likely to be visible, and from what orientation the target object should be visible. Ignoring these factors draws attention to the implementation of the cue rather than allowing a user to interpret the cue from the augmented view (i.e. that they are overlaid atop the viewport anyway). For example, in the Lowe's App [14] (Figure 1-right) , the white placard always faces the user, meaning the cue cannot be used to identify which shelf the product is on. Instead, setting the orientation of the placard to match the target object would allow a user to employ the placard to its full potential.
CONCLUSIONS
Video game designers have developed and honed a visual language for interaction cues. Our interaction cue framework illuminates the roles of purpose, visual design and interaction design for these cues. Further, we find that it can describe interaction cues from AR experiences, and we show how designers can use this framework to generate new designs for interaction cues in AR. Designers of AR experiences as well as those building AR platforms (e.g. [7] ) will be able to build from this work to develop a parallel visual language of interaction cues for AR.
